
 
 

 
 

Marina Voïkhanskaya, 81 year-old, cycles through in Eastern France  
to raise funds for Apt Hospital! 

The Fund-raising Campaign for Apt Hospital in the Luberon, Vaucluse, France is proud to announce that 
Marina Vpïkhanskaya, herself a Russian refugee, psychotherapist, with homes in Cambridge and in the 
Vaucluse in France, has offered to cycle 650km from Mulhouse (Haut-Rhin, France) to the market town of 
Apt in the Vaucluse.  Her sponsored ride will raise funds that will contribute to the modernisation of the 
hospital that serves 35,000 people in the villages and hamlets of the National Park of the Luberon 
region.   Not only does this medical centre care for the French community  in the area, but also the sizeable 
international community who live there and the many tourists who visit the region each year.   
The hospital has mounted a dynamic and visionary programm to enhance its services with the latest in 
computerised  access for patients, nursing staff and doctors, improved single rooms with their own 
showers,  family rooms for visitors, and upgraded insulation to reduce the cost of heating bills in winter  
and optimise energy efficiency. The hospital has been recognized with a special Government award for 
operational  excellence. The private fund-raising goal of the campaign is to raise €1 million over 4 years.   

Marina, aged 81, is part of it!   
Marina's cycle ride will take her through some of the loveliest countryside in France, through Doubs, Jura, 
Ain, Isère, Drôme and Vaucluse, covering a distance of more than 650 km. The ride will take approximately 
12 days (weather-permitting), starting on June 29, 2016. 

Since 1982, Marina Voïkhansakaya has been cycling to raise funds for a number of charities including Caister 
Lifeboat in Essex, the Medical Foundation that cares for victims of torture, the Cambridge Psychotherapy 
Assistance Trust, an association which provides psychotherapy to those in need but without resources, and 
CPRE, the Campaign for the Protection of Rural England. 

Please be generous in showing your support of Marina in her incredible and much appreciated enterprise! 
You'll be able to follow her journey on internet on www.apt-hopitaldavenir.fr 

 
Support Marina and contribute to the Fund-Raising Campaign for Apt Hospital 

 
Mr Mrs Ms : …………………………………………………..…………………………………………………….………………………..… 

Address............................................................................................................................................................ 

Post Code : ........................ Town/Village: .................................................... Country………………………………….. 

Tel (fixed or/and mobile):...........................................Email.............................................................................. 

 I'm sponsoring Marina's ride and I'm giving €......... 
 My company is sponsoring Marina's ride and wants to give €....... 
 
On sponsorise.me 
https://fr.sponsorise.me/fr/projet-mvoikhanskayaroulepourlhopital 
By bank transfer 
Bank account : Crédit Agricole 
To : Fonds de dotation « Pour le Pays d’Apt, un hôpital d’avenir » 
IBAN : FR76 1130 6000 8448 1102 8401 516   SWIFT Code: AGRIFRPP813  
If you are making a bank transfer, please be sure to include your IBAN/SWIFT reference.  
Please return your sponsorship form to the following email address:  donhopitalapt@gmail.com or post it to : Fonds de 
dotation « Pour le Pays d’Apt, un hôpital d’avenir » - Centre Hospitalier du Pays d’Apt - 225 avenue de Marseille – BP172 
- 84405  APT Cedex  - FRANCE 
By credit card 
Please refer to our website www.apt-hopitaldavenir.fr  
 
 I/We would like to receive a tax receipt for my donation.  

https://fr.sponsorise.me/fr/projet-mvoikhanskayaroulepourlhopital
http://www.apt-hopitaldavenir.fr/

